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Abstract. Higher proton conducting polymer blend electrolytes (HPCPBEs) of cornstarch:poly vinyl pyrrolidone
(PVP):ammonium thiocyanate (NH4SCN) have been prepared by solution casting technique. Enhancement of amorphous
nature of the polymer blend electrolytes have confirmed by X-ray diffraction analysis. The presence of functional groups
in Fourier transform infrared spectrum shows the complexation between salt and host polymer matrix. At ambient
temperature, 70 wt% NH4SCN mixed composition has obtained the maximum conductivity (1.36 9 10–4 S cm–1). The
dielectric properties of the prepared samples have been analysed. The dielectric spectra and modulus spectra reveal the
non-Debye behaviour of the polymer electrolytes. Low activation energy (0.14 eV) with regression value of 0.98 has been
revealed from temperature dependence of ionic conductivity studies. Wagner’s polarization technique is used to confirm
the conductivity due to the ions. Electrochemical behaviour of HPCPBE has been analysed by cyclic voltammetry. An
electrochemical cell has fabricated using the HPCPBE and the observed open circuit voltage is 1.15 V.
Keywords.
ical cell.
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Introduction

Recently, proton conducting polymer electrolytes are generally essential for various electrochemical devices (fuel
cells, batteries, supercapacitors, sensors, etc.) [1–6]. Wellorganized energy storage system is extremely necessary to
offer a continuous energy supply. In this, batteries have a
high lifecycle, high efficiency, easy maintenance, energy
characteristics to meet different grid functions and flexibility [7,8]. In electrochemical cell, solid polymer electrolytes (SPEs) are used as separator between anode and
cathode, which have many advantages such as mechanical
strength, free from leakage, good electrode–electrolyte
contact, ease of fabrication into thin film, electrochemical
stability and high energy density.
The SPEs have some drawbacks such as low ionic conductivity and low ion transference number. Several strategies
have been used to improve the ionic conductivity in SPEs,
such as copolymerizing [1], blending [9] and adding plasticizer [10]. In general, SPEs are constructed by the dissolution
of inorganic salts in a polymeric matrix to provide ionic
conductivity. There are limited literature reports on the

proton batteries [3,6,11–15]. Mainly proton batteries are the
potential alternative for the lithium ion batteries due to the
small ionic radii of H? ions than Li? ions.
Biopolymers are renewable, environmentally friendly
and biodegradable materials, which can be used as an ideal
substitute for synthetic in nature. In view of biopolymers,
cornstarch was chosen because of its characteristics, such as
high abundance, biodegradable, water soluble and smallest
particle size. However, their application is restricted by
hydrophilicity nature and brittleness [16]. Polymer blending
is the best way to overcome this problem. Poly vinyl
pyrrolidone (PVP) was selected for blending with cornstarch because of its biocompatibility, good environmental
stability, effectively dissolvable in water/other polar solvents and excellent film-forming capacity [1].
Ammonium-based salts are the good proton
donors [17–20]. The literature survey deals with the conductivity of ammonium-based polymer blend. Kadir et al
[17] reported the proton conductivity of PVA/chitosan/
NH4NO3 (36/24/40) polymer electrolyte in the value of 2.07
9 10–5 S cm–1. Mohamad et al [18] stated that 50/50/45
ratio of chitosan/PEO/NH4I polymer electrolyte had the
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conductivity of 4.32 9 10-6 S cm-1. From the earlier
reports, it is concluded that NH4SCN is a best proton donor
and its having lower dissociation energy. Biopolymer-based
polymer electrolytes prepared by 74 wt% poly(e-caprolactone)/26 wt% NH4SCN and 70 wt% phthaloyl chitosan/30
wt% NH4SCN polymer electrolytes attain the conductivity
of 4.6 9 10-8 S cm-1 and (2.42 ± 0.01) 9 10-5 S cm-1,
respectively [19,20]. From the earlier reports, it is confirmed that the blend of 80 wt% cornstarch and 20 wt% PVP
is having the high conductivity of 4.90217 9 10–9 S cm–1
and low activation energy (0.16 eV) [21]. In order to
enhance the conductivity, different wt% NH4SCN is added
with the optimized blend (80 wt% cornstarch:20 wt% PVP)
to prepare the polymer electrolytes. An electrochemical cell
was fabricated by using the higher conducting polymer
electrolyte.

2.
2.1
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2.2

Sample preparation method

2.2a Preparation of SPE: A quantity of 50 ml of 1%
acetic acid was used to dissolve cornstarch at 348 K for
20 min in magnetic stirrer. PVP and NH4SCN were
separately dissolved in double-distilled water and added
one by one with 1-h delay to the above solution. The above
mixed solutions were stirred with constant speed to get the
homogeneous viscous solution. The final viscous solution
was transformed into polypropylene dishes and dried at
323 K for 10 h to confirm the evaporation of excess solvent
traces. Then polymer film was expelled from Petri dish for
further analysis. All samples were stored airtight under
room temperature. The image of 80 wt% cornstarch:20 wt%
PVP:70 wt% NH4SCN mixed composition is shown in
figure 1. The composition of cornstarch:PVP:NH4SCN
SPEs and their corresponding weights in grams is
presented in table 1.

Experimental
Materials

2.1a Materials used for SPE preparation: C6H10O5 and
C6H9NO monomer of cornstarch and PVP were obtained
from SRL Chemicals (SISCO Research Laboratories Pvt.
Ltd.) and SD Fine-Chem Ltd., India (SDFCL), respectively.
Ammonium thiocyanate (NH4SCN) was purchased from
Avra Chem Ltd. Acetic acid was procured from Reachem
Laboratory Chemicals Private Limited, Chennai. In entire
synthesis of polymer electrolyte films, double-distilled
water was used as a solvent.
2.1b Materials
used
for
electrochemical
cell
preparation: Anode material of Zn metal (powder) and
ZnSO47H2O were procured from SRL Chemicals (SISCO
Research Laboratories Pvt. Ltd.). Cathode material of
MnO2 was obtained from Avra Chem Ltd. Graphite was
purchased from SD Fine-Chem Ltd., India (SDFCL).

2.2b Preparation of electrochemical cell: Electrodes
were prepared in the form of thin pellet under hydraulic
press. The 3:2 ratio of Zn metal (powder) and ZnSO47H2O
were used for anode preparation. Cathode was prepared by
1 g of MnO2. Finally, solid-state electrochemical cell was
fabricated with the configuration of graphite | anode | higher
conducting polymer electrolyte (S-7) | cathode | graphite.

2.3

The amorphous nature of polymer blend electrolytes (PBEs)
were investigated via X-ray diffraction (XRD) study using
Bruker make X-ray diffractometer having Cu-Ka radiation
(k = 1.540 Å) with scanning rate 5° min–1. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were traced using SHIMADZU IR Tracer 100 spectrometer in the wavenumber
region between 4000 and 400 cm–1 with 4 cm–1 resolution.
The impedance analysis of the prepared PBEs was studied
by HIOKI 3532-50 LCR HI-TESTER over the frequency
range of 42 to 106 Hz at 303–353 K. The electrochemical
property of sample was investigated by cyclic voltammetry
(CV) using CH-Instrument Model 6008e.

3.
3.1

Figure 1. The photograph of 80 wt% cornstarch:20 wt% PVP:
70 wt% NH4SCN PBE.

Characterization techniques

Results and discussion
X-ray diffraction analysis

XRD pattern of prepared SPEs is shown in figure 2. The
peaks observed for S-00 at 16.9°, 19.5°, 21.9° and 23.7°
reveal the semicrystalline behaviour of cornstarch [22].
PVP is added with cornstarch to reduce the crystallinity
[23]. For the combination of 80 wt% of cornstarch and 20
wt% of PVP blended system (S-0), the intensity of the
above said peaks are reduced. By adding different wt% of
NH4SCN, the intensity of the peaks reduced further and a
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Composition of cornstarch:PVP:NH4SCN SPEs and their designation.

Cornstarch:PVP:NH4SCN compositions in wt%

Cornstarch:PVP:NH4SCN compositions in grams

Designation

1.000:0.000:0.000
0.854:0.146:0.000
0.813:0.139:0.048
0.776:0.133:0.091
0.742:0.127:0.131
0.711:0.122:0.167
0.683:0.117:0.200
0.656:0.113:0.231
0.632:0.108:0.260
0.610:0.104:0.286

S-00
S-0
S-1
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-5
S-6
S-7
S-8

100:00:00
80:20:0
80:20:10
80:20:20
80:20:30
80:20:40
80:20:50
80:20:60
80:20:70
80:20:80

Figure 2.
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XRD pattern for cornstarch, cornstarch:PVP (80:20) and different wt% of NH4SCN added PBEs.

broad hump starts to appear at 2h = 19.5° from S-3 to S-8.
This indicates the modification of ordered arrangement with
the addition of NH4SCN within the polymer membrane.
The entire broad hump appears at 2h = 24°, 26° and 30°
corresponding to the short-range order of NH4SCN [24].

This signifies that NH4SCN is well dissociated to form the
complexation to the polymer matrix [25]. For the sample
S-7, there is a maximum decrease in the crystalline hump
and thereby high amorphous nature is attained. Above the
composition, crystalline peaks are observed at 2h = 13° and
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28° corresponding to the (200) and (220) planes of
NH4SCN. This is confirmed by JCPDS (file no. 25-0044).

3.2
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Table 2.

FTIR assignments for S-00 and S-0 to S-8.
Wavenumber (cm-1)

Assignments

S-00

S-0

S-1

S-8

O–H stretching
C–H stretching
Aromatic S–C:N stretching
C=O stretching
CH2 wagging
C–N stretching
C–O–H stretching of cornstarch
C–O in C–O–C of cornstarch
C–O stretching of cornstarch
CH2 bending

3287
2927
—
—
—
—
1078
995
929
859

3313
2922
—
1655
1422
1288
1077
995
932
852

3294
2927
2056
1643
1418
1290
1075
998
934
850

3192
2927
2050
1635
1419
1292
1072
1004
935
846

FTIR spectroscopy

Figure 3 depicts the FTIR spectra of prepared PBEs. The
vibrational bands of O–H, C–H and CH2 bending are present at 3287, 2927 and 859 cm-1 in all systems. C–O
stretching is observed at 1147, 1078, 995 and 929 cm-1
[11,26–28], which is due to the presence of cornstarch. In
the polymer blend (cornstarch:PVP), the presence of C=O
stretching, CH2 wagging and C–N stretching of PVP are
observed at 1655, 1422 and at 1287 cm–1, respectively [29].
There is a slight shifting of O–H and C–H bands by the
addition of PVP with cornstarch. This could be due to the
strong hydrogen bonding interactions between the functional groups of the components. FTIR assignments for
S-00, S-0, S-1 and S-8 are given in table 2.
When NH4SCN salt is added to the polymer blend system, the aromatic S–C:N stretching of NH4SCN is strongly
present at 2056 cm–1 [30], as shown clearly in FTIR

spectrum for the samples from S-1 to S-8. At the same time,
the intensity of the C–H band decreased and a broad peak
appeared by the addition of the salt. The intensity of the S–
C:N stretching and CH2 wagging are increased and bands
are also shifted slightly. Intensity of the C=O stretching is
decreased and shifted to 1635 cm–1 because the cation in the
salts (NH4SCN) may complex with the electron rich part of
C=O band of pyrrole group of PVP polymer side chain. The
shifting of peaks and intensity changes are divulging the
complex formation between polymers and NH4SCN.
3.2a FTIR deconvolution: Figure 4 shows the
deconvoluted FTIR spectrum at hydroxyl band region
between 2600 and 3800 cm–1 for selected S-1, S-5, S-7
and S-8 samples. In this technique, absorbance mode of
FTIR spectrum is used to be deconvoluted by OriginPro 8.5
fitting software using Gaussian-Lorentz function [31].
Extract of the accurate peak positions of the overlapping
patterns are known from this technique. Three observed
deconvoluted peaks are located at 3438, 3264 and 2909
cm–1. Peak shifting and modification are occurring due to
the addition of inorganic salt concentration to the polymer
matrix. Hydroxyl band is shifted to lower wavenumber
3354 cm–1 up to S-7 and then it is shifted to 3377 cm–1. The
peaks at 3264 and 2909 cm–1 are correlated to tas (NH4?)
and ts (NH4?) modes of NH4SCN. Since the cation (NH4?)
is expected to coordinate within cornstarch and PVP
polymer blend, it may disturb the structure of polymer
host and affects certain infrared active mode of vibrations
[32]. This is the confirmation for the interaction between
cation and hydroxyl group of the PBE.

3.3

Figure 3. FTIR spectrum for cornstarch, cornstarch:PVP
(80 wt%:20 wt%) and different wt% of NH4SCN added PBEs.

AC impedance analysis

3.3a Nyquist plot: Impedance analysis is commonly
used to know about the electrical conduction of the
sample. The Nyquist plots for cornstarch, cornstarch:PVP
and NH4SCN added PBEs are shown in figure 5.
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Deconvoluted peak of FTIR spectrum for (a) S-1, (b) S-5, (c) S-7 and (d) S-8 in the region of 3800–2600 cm-1.

Nyquist plot of cornstarch (S-00) and the samples S-0 to
S-2 shows a depressed semicircle as shown in figure 5a and
b, which is due to the transportation of mobile and immobile charge carrier in the polymer chain. In figure 5c,
Nyquist plot of S-3 to S-5 is consisting of two regions:
(i) semicircle in the high frequency region and (ii) a spike in
the low frequency region. The high frequency semicircle
denotes the bulk effect, while the low frequency spike
represents the polarization effect in the electrode–electrolyte interface [33]. For rest of the other compositions,
two semicircles with one spike are observed in the Nyquist
plot, as shown in figure 5d. This is denoted by equivalent
circuit of series of two parallel combinations of bulk
resistance and bulk capacitance, which is connected to one
bulk capacitance in series manner. The equivalent circuit
representation of the sample is also depicted in figure 5. The
intersection between semicircle and the lower frequency
spike on the real axis provides the bulk resistance (Rb) value
of the polymer electrolytes. The bulk resistance of the
samples is calculated by using ZView fitting software,

because it simply provides its complete electrical equivalent
circuit of the system.
The electrical conductivity (r) of the sample is determined by the following equation:
r¼

l
S cm1
Rb A

ð1Þ

where l and A are the thickness and area of the PBE,
respectively. The two semicircles are obtained due to the
increase in the molecular packing between salt and cornstarch chains. Meanwhile the free volume in the polymer is
also increased and thereby increasing the conductivity. The
sample S-7 shows the higher conductivity as 1.36 9 10–4 S
cm–1 at ambient temperature. Further increasing the salt
concentration in PBE, the conductivity is decreased to 2.03
9 10–5 S cm–1 at 303 K. Since many more ions are present in
the polymer chain, it cannot contribute towards the enhanced
conductivity. Also, the rate of ion dissociation is higher than
the rate of ion association. The electrical conductivities of all
prepared polymer films are tabulated in table 3.
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Nyquist plot of cornstarch, cornstarch:PVP (80 wt%:20 wt%) and different wt% of NH4SCN added PBEs.

Table 3. Conductivity, activation energy and its regression value
for cornstarch, cornstarch:PVP (80 wt%:20 wt%) and different
wt% of NH4SCN added PBEs.
Compositions
S-00
S-0
S-1
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-5
S-6
S-7
S-8

r (S cm–1) at 303 K
1.80
5.24
6.56
1.56
2.48
5.14
1.75
2.16
1.36
2.03

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

10–10
10–9
10–9
10–8
10–7
10–7
10–6
10–5
10–4
10–5

Ea (eV)

Regression

0.29
0.23
0.36
0.42
0.47
0.30
0.48
0.17
0.14
0.27

0.97
0.98
0.97
0.98
0.97
0.96
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.99

3.3b Conductance spectra: The ion dynamics and
conductance behaviour of SPEs are studied with the help
of conductance spectra. Variation of conductivity as a
function of frequency in cornstarch, polymer blend and
NH4SCN salt added with PBEs at ambient temperature is
displayed in figure 6. The conductivity of the polymer

electrolytes depends on the relaxation, hopping or
tunnelling between equilibrium sites of electrons or ions
[34,35]. Two distinct regions are observed in the
conductance spectra; low frequency plateau region and the
high frequency dispersion region. Plateau region is
responsible for DC conductivity of the samples. In
dispersion region (higher frequency) conductivity is
increased because of the enhancement of the available
free charge carriers in PBEs. When the concentration of
NH4SCN is increased in PBEs, availability of charge
carriers is increased to enhance the conductivity up to
sample S-7. Further increasing the NH4SCN concentration,
the DC conductivity decreases, because more ions are
closely bonded with the polymer chain. High rate of ion
association is formed and this may lead to the low
conductivity. This result is well matched with the analysis
of Nyquist plot.
3.3c Theoretical
investigation
of
conduction
mechanism: Figure 7a shows the frequency dependence
conductance spectra for the higher conductivity polymer
electrolyte at different temperatures. In figure 7a, there are
three regions: Regions I, II and III represents the lower
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The ion dynamics in polymer electrolytes can be calculated
with the help of the universal dynamic response given by
the Power’s law
rðxÞ ¼ Axs þ rdc ;

ð0\s\1Þ

since; rac ¼ Axs

ð2Þ

Temperature dependent parameter is denoted by ‘A’.
The power law exponent is denoted by ‘s’ and its value
is generally less than unity. The exponent value of s1 is
from Region II and s2 from Region III, which are calculated from Jonscher’s Power law. The plot of exponent
values s1 and s2 vs. temperatures are shown in figure 7b.
The values of the exponents against T are fitted by the
equations [39]
Figure 6. Conductance spectra for cornstarch, cornstarch:PVP
(80 wt%:20 wt%) and different wt% of NH4SCN added PBEs.

frequency region, frequency independent region and higher
frequency region, respectively. There exists a drop in
conductivity in Region I due to the ion accumulation
between electrode || electrolyte interfaces [36]. In Regions
II and III, there are overlapping of plateau region and
dissipation region of NH4SCN and amorphous nature
occurred. In Region II, the ion is moving rapidly with the
applied electric field, which is due to the formation of shortrange order of salt in polymer matrices. The diffusion of
ions takes place in Region III due to the formed amorphous
parts in salt mixed polymer blend and contributes to the
enhancement of conductivity [37]. DC conductivity is
strongly increased in higher frequency due to the shortrange order of PBE and induces a wide dispersion region at
temperature range between 303 and 353 K in Region III.
When the temperature increases, the ions are tunnelling
through the free volume to increase the conductivity [38].

Figure 7.

s1 ¼ 4:342  104 T þ 0:249

ð3Þ

s2 ¼ 0:002T þ 0:810

ð4Þ

The conduction mechanism of the disordered solid polymer electrolytes is explained by these exponent s values. To
determine the conduction mechanism of materials, different
theoretical models have been developed such as overlapping
large polaron tunnelling (OLPT) model, correlated barrier
hopping (CBH) model, quantum mechanical tunnelling
(QMT) model and small polaron hopping (SPH) model
[40–43]. According to the CBH model, the value of s increases as the temperature decreases and its value becomes 1
when T = 0. If there is no change in the value of s depending
on the temperature, then that model is QMT. As the temperature increases in the OLPT model, the value of s increases after reaching the minimum level. The value of s and
the temperature increase simultaneously in the SPH model.
At low frequencies, the exponent s1 increases by
increasing the temperature based on SPH model. This
model usually involves a thermally activated hopping
access and the addition of a charge carrier to a site. Weakly
bonded H? ion in NH4SCN can be hopped from one site to

(a) Conductance spectra for HPCPBE at different temperature. (b) Graph of exponent value of power law vs. temperature.
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another. This hopping is believed to be enhanced by the
strong anion in parent polymer host (cornstarch:PVP) that
interacts via hydrogen bonding to form a new association
with the polymers backbone by using the pathways given
by cornstarch:PVP:NH4SCN complexes. In addition, the
small polaron is assumed to be localized, such that its
distortion cloud does not overlap the bonding, so that the
hopping energy does not depend on the intersite separation [41].
In high frequencies, the exponent value of s2 increases by
decreasing the temperature. Such behaviour is predicted by
the CBH model, which means that the ions travel by way of
CBH model due to the smaller barrier that exists between
the two complexation sites [43]. In this model, the H? ions
are believed to have sufficient energy to hop across the
barrier and coordinate onto another site. Also, conductivity
in this high frequency region increases by the intensified
hopping of charge carrier phenomenon.
3.3d Conductivity vs. temperature (Arrhenius plot): The
variations of conductivity with inverse of temperatures are
displayed in figure 8. The Arrhenius model deals with the
relation between conductivity and activation energy through
various temperatures exposed in the equation,


Ea
rðT Þ ¼ ro exp
ð5Þ
KT
The conductivities are linearly increased by rising the
temperature in all polymer electrolytes. This is because of
the enhancement in the polymer chain flexibility and free
space, thereby increases the ion dynamics in the polymer
matrix. By raising the temperature, the increment of electrical conductivity is obtained due to the segmental motion

Figure 8. Temperature dependence ionic conductivity of cornstarch, cornstarch:PVP (80 wt%:20 wt%) and different wt% of
NH4SCN added PBEs.
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of polymer chain, local structural relaxation and also ion
hopping mechanism between the coordination sites [44].
The activation energy (Ea) of the polymer electrolytes are
calculated by the slope of the straight line in Arrhenius plot.
The value of activation energy is varied due to the energy
requirement to provide a conductive condition for the
migration of ions [45]. The activation energy of the prepared samples is tabulated in table 3. Low activation energy
(0.14 eV) is obtained for higher conductivity polymer
electrolyte (S-7). The regression values obtained from the
log conductivity vs. reciprocal of temperature are close to
unity.

3.4

Dielectric studies

3.4a Dielectric constant and loss: The ion conduction,
dielectric constant (er) and dielectric loss (ei) are the
significant parameters of electrolytes to be used in energy
storage devices. High dielectric constant reduces ion–ion
interactions and also inhibits crystal formation. Figure 9a
and b is the plots of dielectric constant (er) and dielectric
loss (ei) against the applied frequency at room temperature.
A strong frequency dispersion of permittivity is observed
at lower frequency. At higher frequency region, the permittivity decreases to maintain steady state. This might be
credited to the electrical relaxation processes. The high
dielectric constant is observed at lower frequency region,
which is due to the accumulation of free charges in between
electrode and electrolyte interface. Sample S-7 achieves
high dielectric constant as a result of increase in equivalent
capacitance, which may due to large charge carriers at space
charge accumulation region [46]. The similar behaviour is
observed in dielectric loss of the electrolyte. It shows that
the systems obey the non-Debye model.
3.4b Dielectric modulus studies: The variation of real
and imaginary moduli (M0 and M00 ) with frequency is
shown in figure 9c and d, respectively. Complex electrical
modulus is derived from reciprocal of complex dielectric
permittivity. M0 and M00 studies are useful to know about the
dielectric relaxation of ions in the blend polymer matrix.
Modulus studies are used to neglect the interfacial effect of
electrolyte. At low frequency region, the spectra of M0 and
M00 of all compositions tend to reach zero, which is due to
the suppression of the electrode polarization effect. For all
the compositions, the value of M0 is increased and dispersed
at higher frequency region due to the lack of the restoring
force induced by the electric field. This is the indication of
the long-range mobility of the charge carriers. The
dispersion curve of M00 is clearly observed at higher
frequency as shown in figure 9d. Non-Debye-type
relaxation behaviour is observed due to the presence of
unequal broadening hump of M00 spectra. These humps are
shifted towards the higher frequency region by increasing
the salt concentration. The change in the height of M00
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Figure 9. (a) The variation of dielectric constant; (b) dielectric loss; (c) real part of electrical modulus; (d) imaginary part of electrical
modulus; (e) loss tangent spectra with frequency at ambient temperature for cornstarch, cornstarch:PVP (80 wt%:20 wt%) and different
wt% of NH4SCN added PBEs.

spectra could be due to increase in the long-range mobility
of the polymer electrolytes [27].

Table 4. Relaxation time for cornstarch, cornstarch:PVP (80:20)
and different wt% of NH4SCN added PBEs.

3.4c Dielectric energy dissipation factor (Tangent spectra
analysis): The energy dissipation due to dielectric loss of
polymers is investigated by frequency-dependent parameter
of loss tangent. Figure 9e demonstrates tan d for different
NH4SCN salt doped with PBEs at ambient temperature. The
height of the peak obtained for variation of tan d is
increased and shifted towards the higher frequency side by
the increment of salt concentration. This suggests the rising
movement of charge carriers. The high intensity peak is
observed for HPCPBE due to the maximum probability of
the tunnelling of ions per unit time [46,47]. The reciprocal
of angular frequency (x) corresponding to maximum
 tan d
1
is known as the relaxation time (s) s ¼ x ðsÞ . The
relaxation time is mainly due to the hopping mechanism
of charge carriers [23]. The calculated ion relaxation time
for all polymer electrolytes are listed in table 4. HPCPBE
has very low relaxation time as 5.47 9 10–7 s.

Samples

3.5 Cyclic voltammetry analysis for cornstarch/PVP/
NH4SCN polymer electrolyte
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) deals with the electrochemical
behaviour of charge storage at the interface of electrode and
electrolyte regions [48]. The cyclic voltammogram of
HPCPBE with different scan rate at room temperature is
depicted in figure 10. The oxidation and reduction peaks are
observed from CV curve. CV plots clearly show the

S-00
S-0
S-1
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-5
S-6
S-7
S-8

Relaxation time (s)
3.21
3.10
3.05
3.02
1.41
5.05
3.35
2.84
5.47
4.28

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

10–3
10–3
10–3
10–3
10–4
10–5
10–5
10-6
10-7
10-6

capacitor behaviour of the electrolyte. Due to the fast
electron transfer and intercalation of proton at interface, the
oxidation and reduction peaks present in CV are observed.
This observed redox peak at all scan rate confirms the
pseudocapacitive behaviour of the polymer electrolyte [49].
Intercalation of proton enhances the charge storage.
Approximately 1 V of electrochemical window is obtained
for HPCPBE. This Faradaic pseudocapacity could reduce
the resistance of ion migration and, therefore, improve the
charge accumulation at the electrode–electrolyte boundary.
The ion adsorption occurred at the electrode–electrolyte
interface indicates the capacitive behaviour of the polymer
electrolyte. The linearly rising tilted spike in Nyquist plot
for S-7 shows the same behaviour. The oxidation peaks are
shifted towards the right side due to increase of scan rate.
When the scan rate increases, the ion migration is also
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Figure 10. CV for 41.1 wt% of NH4SCN added PBE with
different scan rate.

increased to decrease in the resistance and thereby increase
the area of the CV graph of the electrolyte. From the result
of CV we conclude that the HPCPBE is electrochemically
active and this active electrolyte is applicable for proton
battery [50].

3.6

Transference studies

Wagner’s polarization technique is very helpful for the
estimation of transference number in PBEs. Whether the
conductivity of the electrolytes is mainly observed due to
movement of electrons or ions can be found out from this
technique. In this technique, the setup is made by one side
graphite-coated silver electrode || solid polymer electrolyte ||
silver electrode. A constant voltage of 2 V is applied over
the set up at ambient temperature. The initial current is
monitored with respect to time. The initial high current is an
indication of conduction through both ions and electrons.
The final saturation current is attributed to only electron
conduction [11,45]. This is because of the blocking of ions
by graphite-coated silver electrode. The following equation
is utilized to calculate the transference number (tion) of ions
in the polymer electrolytes,
tion

ðit  ie Þ
¼
it

ð6Þ

The distinction in current with a function of time is displayed in figure 11, and estimated tion is presented in
table 5. The observed tion is in the range of 0.92 to 0.99 for
PBEs. From this, it is confirmed that the conduction is
predominately due to ions.
Mobility (l) of both cations and anions in the salt-doped
polymer electrolytes are depicted by diffusion co-efficient
(D). Number of charge carrier, diffusion coefficient,

Figure 11. Transference number analysis of cornstarch, cornstarch:PVP (80 wt%:20 wt%) and different wt% of NH4SCN
added PBEs.

mobility of cation and anion are calculated by the following
equations
n¼

Nq  molar ratio of salt
Molar weight of the salt

D ¼ Dþ þ D ¼
tion ¼

tion ¼

KTr
ne2

Dþ
Dþ þ D

l ¼ lþ þ l ¼
lþ
lþ þ l

ð7Þ

and

ð8Þ
tele ¼

D
Dþ þ D

r
ne
and

ð9Þ
ð10Þ

tele ¼

l
l þ þ l

ð11Þ

The conductivity of the sample increases up to sample
S-7, the same trend reveals the diffusion co-efficient and
ionic mobility of cations and anions. For all the concentrations, the diffusion co-efficient and mobility of ions are
higher than electrons as depicted in table 4.
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Transport parameters of different wt% of NH4SCN added cornstarch and PVP PBE systems.
Diffusion co-efficient
in cm2 s–1

Transference number
NH4SCN salt
ratio in wt%
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

Table 6.

Charge carrier (n)
in cm–3 9 1021

tion

tele

1.03
2.06
3.09
4.12
5.16
6.19
7.22
8.25

0.92
0.93
0.94
0.95
0.97
0.98
0.99
0.99

0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.01

Properties of the electrochemical cell.

OCV (V)
SCC (lA)
Area (cm2)
Weight (kg)
Discharge time (h)
Current density (lA cm–2)
Power density (mW kg–1)
Energy density (mWh kg–1)
Discharge capacity (lA h–1)

1.15
51
1.23
0.003
120
41.6
20.20
2423.72
0.43

Figure 12. Photograph for OCV of battery and discharge plot for
prepared battery (inset figure).

3.7
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Electrochemical cell characterization

The open circuit voltage (Vo) and short circuit current (Is)
of the prepared electrochemical cell are determined as
1.15 V and 51 lA, respectively. The various other cell
parameters are summarized in table 6. The discharge
curve plot is shown in figure 12 (inset figure). Due to the
polarization, voltage of the electrochemical cell decreases
initially up to 0.9 V and maintains the steady state for
120 h [51]. This constant region is known as the plateau
region of the discharge curve. After this region, the
potential decreases.

D?
10–13
10–12
10–11
10–11
10–11
10–10
10–9
10–10

Mobility (l) in cm2 V-1 s-1
l?

D–

9.52
1.15
1.23
1.93
5.42
5.61
3.05
3.97

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

8.65
8.24
8.18
1.07
1.12
7.59
2.07
3.81

4.

Conclusions

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

10–14
10–14
10–13
10–12
10–12
10–12
10–11
10–12

3.64
4.41
4.69
7.37
2.07
2.15
1.17
1.52

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

10–11
10–11
10–10
10–10
10–9
10–8
10–7
10–8

l–
3.31
3.15
3.13
4.10
4.27
2.90
7.92
1.46

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

10–12
10–12
10–11
10–11
10–11
10–10
10–10
10–10

Solid polymer electrolytes using different weight percentage of ammonium thiocyanate (NH4SCN) with the optimized blend polymer (80 wt% cornstarch and 20 wt% of
PVP) have been prepared by solution cast technique. The
structural property of the polymer electrolytes are confirmed by using XRD and FTIR. There was an increase in
the amorphous nature by adding NH4SCN with the optimized blend. The presence of C–O stretching in C–O–C of
cornstarch, C=O stretching of PVP and aromatic S–C:N
stretching of NH4SCN in FTIR confirms the occurrence of
complex formation in between the bonding of polymer and
salt system. By using the impedance analysis, it is confirmed that 70 wt% of NH4SCN added cornstarch:PVP PBE
is having the higher conductivity as 1.36 9 10–4 S cm–1 at
ambient temperature. Low activation energy of 0.14 eV is
obtained for higher conductivity polymer electrolyte. The
DC conductivity spectra of polymer electrolytes obey the
Jonscher Power’s law at higher frequency region. The value
of frequency exponent (s1 and s2) at various temperatures
suggested that the conduction mechanism is followed by the
SPH at low frequency region and CBH model at high frequency region. The non-Debye nature of the electrolytes is
explained by dielectric analysis and modulus analysis. From
the transference number analysis, it is confirmed that the
conductivity is mainly due to the protons. The diffusion coefficient and mobility of cations are higher than anions and
maximum for HPCPBE. An electrochemical cell is fabricated by using the higher conductivity polymer electrolyte.
The determined open circuit voltage (Vo) and short circuit
current (Is) are 1.15 V and 51 lA, respectively.
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